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ABSTRACT

Coral tissue and skeleton contain physical and chemical proxy

signatures of the surrounding environment. The purpose of this thesis is to

broaden or refine the use of corals as environmental recorders/tracers by

examining the fidelity of both new and existing techniques. Corals from the

Caribbean and Indo-Pacific are utilised, with primary reference to samples from

Jamaica and Indonesia.

Coral skeletons from Banda Api, Indonesia, contain evidence of a short

term pulse of volcanic ash and hydrothermal fluids which affected the surrounding

reef during a May, 1988 eruption. Partial burial of corals by volcanic ash led to

the formation of highly bioeroded death surfaces and the incorporation of ash into

underlying skeletal pores. Subsequent recovery of the coral resulted in

preservation of these features as death/regrowth surfaces. Hydrothermal activity

is preserved in the skeleton as a distinct orange layer of iron hydroxide which has

been termed the "Banda Band". X-radiography confirms that the location of these

features within the coral skeletons coincides with the timing of the eruption.

Preservation of an environmental pulse lasting only a few days demonstrates the

fine scale resolution that can be obtained from coral skeletal records.

Coral tissues from Jamaica and ZanZibar, collected along depth/light

gradients, were analysed for 8,sN. Coral tissue a1sN was found to decrease with
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decreasing light availability. A conceptual steady state model has been

developed to explain this relationship. In higher light conditions, corals and/or

their symbiotic algae significantly deplete the internal pool of dissolved inorganic

nitrogen, resulting in minimal fractionation during uptake. Under lower light

conditions, however, less dissolved nitrogen is assimilated and fractionation is

more fully expressed, with the light isotope of nitrogen being taken up

preferentially. These results suggest corals are not conservative tracers of

nitrogen. It is proposed, however, that shallow water «5 m), autotrophic species

of corals may exhibit minimal fractionation and prove to be excellent tracers of

dissolved inorganic nitrogen on reefs.

S,5N and 813C signals of shallow water corals collected from seven

different reefs were compiled. Significant inter-reef variability in a15N was found.

Both light availability and the isotopic composition of source nitrogen are thought

to contribute to the variation between reefs. Other factors such as nutrient

concentration may also be important. a13c variability was much less significant in

the data set, with most reefs having enriched coral tissue signals, consistent with

a primarily autotrophic diet.

The tissue and underlying skeleton of Jamaica and zanzibar corals

were also analysed for 8
13C. Tissue 8,3C was found to decrease with decreasing

light availability. Skeletal a13c, however, shows no relationship with depth/light

availability. It is proposed that strong kinetic isotope effects associated with the
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rate of calcification mask any such relationship. A simple data transformation is

applied to account for the presence of kinetic isotope effects, the result of which

is a much clearer relationship between skeletal a13c and light availablity. These

results suggest that it is possible to correct for the presence of kinetic isotope

effects associated with the rate of skeletogenesis and to resolve meaningful

environmental/metabolic information from skeletal carbon isotopic records.
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PREFACE
Chapters 2-5 are presented in publication format. The following information
details the contributions of the candidate to each paper. Co-authors'
contributions are identified and the status of each paper is given. The use of the
pronoun "we" in the text acknowledges the contributions and shared beliefs of the
co-authors.

Chapter 2: Corals as proxy recorders of volcanic activity: Evidence from Banda
Api, Indonesia
Authors: J.M. Heikoop, C.J. Tsujita, M.J. Risk and T. Tomascik
Status: Published in Palaios (complete citation given at beginning of

Chapter 2). Copyright has been released by SEPM.
Documentation on file with McMaster Graduate Studies.

Samples were collected by M.J. Risk and T. Tomascik. All sample preparation
and microscopy was performed by the candidate with help from C.J. Tsujita.
Candidate was responsible for primary interpretation and writing with assistance
by C.J. Tsujita. Comments and revisions were suggested by all co-authors.

Chapter 3: Relationship between light and 015N of coral tissue: Examples from
Jamaica and Zanzibar
Authors: J.M. Heikoop, J.J. Dunn, M.J. Risk, I.M. Sandeman, H.P. Schwarcz

and N. Waltho
Status: Submitted to Limnology and Oceanography

Jamaica coral samples were collected by N. Waltho. Light data were measured
by I.M. Sandeman. Zanzibar samples were collected by M.J. Risk and J.J. Dunn.
Zan7..ibar analyses by J.J. Dunn. All other analyses by the candidate. Primary
interpretation and writing by the candidate. Comments and revisions were
suggested by all co-authors.

Chapter 4: Potential influences on inter-reef var,ability in a15N of coral tissue
Authors: J.M. Heikoop, J.J. Dunn, M..J. Risk, T:romascik, H.P. Schwarcz

and I.M. Sandeman
Status: subject to re-review in Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science

This chapter represents a compilation of data presented elsewhere in this thesis
(Chapters Three and Five) and in other publications which are detailed in the text.
Costa Rica and Banda data have not been presented elsewhere. Fiona van
Wissen collected and analysed Costa Rica corals. Tomas Tomascik collected
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Banda corals which were analysed by the candidate. Primary interpretation and
writing by the candidate. Comments and revisions were suggested by all
co-authors. Tomas Tomascik, in particular, contributed by improving the section
on statistical analysis. Ian Sandeman provided theoretical light curves for all sites
studied.

Chapter 5: Isolation of photosynthetic effects in coral skeletons from Jamaica
and Zanzibar
Authors: J.M. Heikoop, J.J. Dunn, M.J. Risk, H.P. Schwarcz, 10M. Sandeman,

and N. Waltho
Status: Submitted to Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta

Sample collection was described above in reference to Chapter 3. Light data
provided by I.M. Sandeman. All Jamaica analyses performed by the candidate.
Zanzibar tissue analyses performed by J.J. Dunn, skeletal analyses by the
candidate. All primary interpretation and writing by the candidate. Comments
and revisions were suggested by all co-authors.
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